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Breed
2012-09-04

critically celebrated novelist scott spencer delivers a rosemary s baby like novel of gothic horror set against the backdrop of modern day upper east side manhattan alex and leslie
twisden lead charmed lives fabulous jobs a luxurious town house on manhattan s upper east side a passionate marriage what they don t have is a child and as they try one infertility
treatment after the next yearning turns into obsession as a last ditch attempt to make their dream of parenthood come true alex and leslie travel deep into slovenia where they submit
to a painful and terrifying procedure that finally gives them what they so fervently desire but with awful consequences ten years later cosseted and adored but living in a house of
secrets the twins adam and alice find themselves locked into their rooms every night with sounds coming from their parents bedroom getting progressively louder more violent and
more disturbing driven to a desperate search for answers adam and alice set out on a quest to learn the true nature of the man and woman who raised them their discovery will upend
everything they thought they knew about their parents and will reveal a threat so horrible that it must be escaped at any cost

Last of the Breed
2005-03-29

for sheer adventure l amour is in top form kirkus reviews here is the kind of authentically detailed epic novel that has become louis l amour s hallmark it is the compelling story of u s air
force major joe mack a man born out of time when his experimental aircraft is forced down in russia and he escapes a soviet prison camp he must call upon the ancient skills of his
indian forebears to survive the vast siberian wilderness only one route lies open to mack the path of his ancestors overland to the bering strait and across the sea to america but in
pursuit is a legendary tracker the yakut native alekhin who knows every square foot of the icy frontier and who knows that to trap his quarry he must think like a sioux

Elizabeth's Wolf
2018-01-02

from new york times bestselling author lora leigh comes a new revised edition of a beloved classic in the passionate breed series elizabeth s wolf won the hearts of readers everywhere
when it was first released and now experience the magic again in this special expanded edition special forces solider dash has all but given up his will to live until an innocent letter from
a little girl brings him back to life cassie writes to him every week strengthening his resolve to recover from the devastating loss of his unit but when the letters suddenly stop arriving
dash instinctively knows cassie and her mother are in critical danger elizabeth and her daughter are on the run from a dark and bloody past that refuses to let them go the stakes are
too high for her to fall for this dangerous man who s just walked into her life but now more than ever she needs help saving his mate and her daughter calls dash s beast to the forefront
and transforms the lone wolf into an alpha protector he becomes elizabeth s wolf

Sweet Chaos
2015-11-19

four year old identical twins jace and jem born of the breedline species a race of humans that have special powers and the gift to change into wolf form were tragically present when
their mother katlyn gray was murdered only one family member the twins had left was their uncle katlyn s brother jackson jackson was found brutally beaten where their mother was
murdered and left for dead no other family members reached out to take the boys after they were found alone still in the house where their mother lay dead and their uncle unconscious
a married couple physicians at the emergency room where the boys are taken to john and sarah chamberlain instantly fell in love with them and became their foster parents in hopes of
later adopting them jackson reunites with his nephews after coming out of a coma three months after his attack and approves of his nephews new home with john and sarah he lets the
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couple adopt them only if they promise to let him stay close by the boys and build a relationship as they grow up jackson gray is their only link to what the boys are and what they will
become later the shocking new life they discover has other unknown species and mystical creatures that all must be kept a secret from the human world when they are introduced into
the breedline covenant they grow up learning all about the breedline laws and what will happen to them when they reach the age of eighteen as they get older jace struggled with the
loss of his mother and all the flashbacks of her death his life continues to spin out of control with more devastation when their real father that is possessed by a chiang shih demon
returns his brother jem stands by his side constantly trying to keep him from self destruction and total disaster just when jace has lost all hope for living he meets tessa fairchild his
breedline bonded mate they are instantly captivated by each other as tessa feels an alluring seductive connection towards him he s also the sexiest man she has ever laid eyes on but
she has been fighting her on own demons trying to figure out why she has been haunted by mysterious dreams about a black wolf since childhood plus she is ten years older than him
why would he want to date an older woman when this sexy hot god of a man could have any woman he wants as jace tries to win her over and earn her trust he finds out tessa has no
knowledge of being born an identical twin and that she is a breedline species

The Young Breed
1986

even the best private eye needs more than a name to find a missing person but that s all that father vincent tyrrell the brother of prominent racehorse trainer fx tyrrell will offer loy
when he comes to him for help a dwindling bank account convinces loy to delve into the deadly underworld of horse racing but fortune soon smiles on him while working another case he
discovers a phone number linked to fx on a badly beaten body left at an illegal dump loy s been around long enough to know that there s more to the tyrrell family than meets the eye
and then a third body appears at christmastime on the eve of one of ireland s most anticipated racing events the intrepid investigator bets his life on a longshot finding answers in a
shady network of trading and dealing gambling and breeding

The Dying Breed
2009-04-02

this early work by radclyffe hall was originally published in 1926 and we are now republishing it with a brand new introductory biography adam s breed is a novel about a waiter that
becomes disgusted with his job and goes to live in the forest as a hermit marguerite radclyffe hall was born on 12th august 1880 in bournemouth england hall s first novel the unlit lamp
1924 was a lengthy and grim tale that proved hard to sell it was only published following the success of the much lighter social comedy the forge 1924 which made the best seller list of
john o london s weekly hall is a key figure in lesbian literature for her novel the well of loneliness 1928 this is her only work with overt lesbian themes and tells the story of the life of a
masculine lesbian named stephen gordon

Adam's Breed
2013-08

美人官能小説作家 藍生 あおい による官能小説短編集第1作 女性の目線による官能と被虐による心震わせる美しい物語4編

BREED(ブリード) 〜飼育　藍生官能小説作品集01
2009-05-19

lt elliot elliot aka e squared a botched drug raid yanks him off the street and into a cubicle at the pearson institute of health sciences where he s reduced to hunting down stolen laptops
then the ultimate insult track down an escaped lab animal a seventy five pound black labrador retriever but the dog turns out to be an extraordinary creature at the heart of an
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international collision between science money lust and life itself and as elliot struggles to understand what s going on the dog must wage its own desperate battle for survival elliot
encounters a trophy wife from his own past a professional killer with a medieval bent a comatose surgeon with a checkered history and a billionaire locked in a frantic struggle to stay
alive all connected to a dog that guards a secret far deadlier than anyone can imagine

A Breed Apart
2010-09-28

at the crossroads of death and desire a woman tastes a pleasure no mortal is meant to survive in the frozen alaskan wilderness former state trooper jenna darrow survives an
unspeakable breach of body and soul but with her narrow escape comes an even greater challenge for strange changes are taking place within her as she struggles to understand and
control a new hunger to do so she will seek shelter in the boston compound of the order an ancient race of vampire warriors whose very existence is shrouded in mystery perhaps the
most mysterious of them all is brock a brooding dark eyed alpha male whose hands hold the power to comfort heal and arouse as she recovers under brock s care jenna finds herself
drawn to the order s mission to stop a ruthless enemy and its army of assassins from subjecting earth to a reign of terror yet in spite of their resolve a purely physical relationship
without strings soon binds brock and jenna together with a desire fiercer than life and stronger than death itself until a secret from brock s past and jenna s own mortality challenges
their forbidden love to the ultimate trial by fire

Taken by Midnight
2014-08-05

she has no choice but to seek shelter in his arms ice cold breed warrior nathan is on a mission for the order to expose the members of a secret cabal called opus nostrum comprised of
both human and breed members but nathan s allegiance to the order is challenged when his pursuit leads him to martin gates the wealthy patriarch of a high society breed family and
the father of ethereal jordana gates a woman far out of nathan s league and one he craves like no other a few weeks before the couple shared an unexpected stolen kiss a kiss that
nathan is unable to forget and soon nathan and jordana are swept into a passion that will force him to choose between duty towards his order brethren and desire for the one woman he
cannot resist praise for the midnight breed series an adrenalin fuelled sizzlingly sexy darkly intense addictively readable series chicago tribune a gut wrenching new paranormal series
by hot talent adrian terrific supernatural entertainment romantic times

Crave The Night
2014-06-11

a couple obsessed with their infertility travels to slovenia to have an unusual and painful procedure that results in horrible consequences they manage to hide until their twins adam and
alice turn ten years old and start asking questions

Breed
2017-03-21

when readers of dark romance and unbridled desire want to be satisfied they turn to 1 new york times bestselling author lora leigh and her powerful and highly erotic fresh fiction breed
novels now a breed hides in the world of man until a woman arouses the amused and wildly carnal animal within once he was judd bengal breed and brother to the notorious fugitive
gideon after gideon disappeared judd was experimented on until his tortured body knew nothing but agony now he is cullen maverick serving as the commander of the navajo covert law
enforcement agency in the small community of window rock arizona despite his genetics cullen is able to pass as human because his bengal traits are recessed he lacks the ability to
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smell the emotions bonds and fears that other breeds take for granted and he remains tormented that he wasn t able to mate the woman he loved at the cost of her life he s no longer a
breed merely a man or so he thinks but his tiger is about to be awakened by the one woman destined to be his chelsea martinez and their world will never be the same

Wake a Sleeping Tiger
2020-07-14

atmospheric and taut a dangerous breed is a winner allison brennan new york times bestselling author van shaw s past and present collide when an ingenious blackmailer pushes him to
the brink in this electrifying fifth novel in glen erik hamilton s gritty and emotionally powerful thriller series an invitation addressed to his long dead mother sparks van shaw s curiosity
about the woman he barely knew as he digs into young moira shaw s past he uncovers startling details about her life including her relationship to a boy named sean burke a boy moira
may have been seeing when she became pregnant could this burke be the biological father who abandoned van before he was born although van knows all too well that some doors
shouldn t be opened he decides to investigate the man only to discover that burke has an even darker family history than van s own but van s got more immediate problems his friend
hollis is in a jam and helping him out accidentally steers van into the path of a master extortionist named bilal nath nath demands that the talented thief mastermind a daring heist
targeting a seattle biotechnology firm or the blackmailer will destroy the lives of people van loves will van be forced to steal a viral weapon with the potential to kill thousands with bilal
nath coercing him into a possible act of domestic terrorism van turns to his formidable crew of lawbreaking friends including hollis big will willard and willard s sly and seductive niece
elana for help yet even this team may not be enough to outwit a brilliant sociopath van might just need a cold blooded killer a criminal whose blood may run through his own veins

A Dangerous Breed
2006-12-05

from the new york times bestselling author of rule breaker sink your fangs into lora leigh s series about genetically altered humans with feline dna when the breeds desire the passions
of the flesh they can t help but get frisky harmony lancaster is of the lion breed created to be a huntress with a thirst to kill but the way she seeks justice outside of the law makes her a
liability to her own kind yet she also possesses information that they need on the existence of the first leo who holds the precious secrets of desire to save her life harmony is paired
with sheriff lance jacobs who tries to tame the killer within her while protecting the gentle woman he longs to possess but a dangerous cult leader bent on destroying the breeds could
change the way lance looks at harmony forever

Harmony's Way
1987

yakima henry has been dealt more than his share of trouble even for a half white half indian in the west now he s running a small arizona horse ranch with his longtime love faith and
thinks he may have finally found his share of peace and prosperity but his violent past is about to come calling bill thornton still carries the wound from where faith once his most
valuable entertainer shot him just before being carried away by that low down breed yakima and the roadhouse proprietor suffering from a bad case of blood poisoning still carries a
heart full of hatred for the both of them that s why he s sent a gang of sadistic bounty hunters to ventilate yakima and bring faith back to him and that s why yakima s long awaited
peace will have to come at the end of a long hard killing trail

Last of the Breed
2008-09-02

yakima henry may be the toughest man in arizona territory but as a half white half indian he has to be so when a pack of thieving curs leaves him in rough country minus one prized
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horse and two well worn boots he aims to get back what s his the hell henry raises in the process lands him in jail but opportunity is about to spring him out the wealthy cleve o shannon
and his lovely wife anna have a proposition for henry cleve s brother is trapped on a desolate mesa along with a mother lode of silver taken from their mine he s surrounded by
desperadoes and savage men the o shannon s need a hard man to lead them through hell to save their family and their fortune for his freedom henry agrees but freedom won t matter if
he s not alive to enjoy it

The Killing Breed
1974

delivered from the darkness a woman finds herself plunged into a passion that is deeper than midnight at eighteen corinne bishop was a beautiful spirited young woman living a life of
privilege as the adopted daughter of a wealthy family her world changed in an instant when she was stolen away and held prisoner by the malevolent vampire dragos after many years
of captivity and torment corinne is rescued by the order a cadre of vampire warriors embroiled in a war against dragos and his followers her innocence taken corinne has lost a piece of
her heart as well the one thing that gave her hope during her imprisonment and the only thing that matters to her now that she is free assigned to safeguard corinne on her trip home is
a formidable golden eyed breed male called hunter once dragos s most deadly assassin hunter now works for the order and he s hell bent on making dragos pay for his manifold sins
bonded to corinne by their mutual desire hunter will have to decide how far he ll go to end dragos s reign of evil even if carrying out his mission means shattering corinne s tender heart

The Demon Breed
2009-06-02

danger and desire becomes one in a sensual novella of the breeds the highly erotic saga fresh fiction from the 1 new york times bestselling author of rule breaker lawe s justice and
stygian s honor lyra s neighbor can t be for real a man who makes her hormones stand up and scream every time she sees him and he s breaking through her reserve to invade her
dreams at night but tarek jordan is even more than he seems a breed enforcer with a plan first find the council trainer he s tracked to fayetteville arkansas and second claim the woman
next door as his own she s fated to be his and his alone he can feel it in his blood until the danger that has shadowed his life suddenly casts a darkness over lyra s as well now tarek
knows that he can t wait any longer to claim the woman his heart and soul burns for he has to tell her who he is what he is and what he wants and lyra will have to accept him as he is
on his terms and now her life depends on it the breed next door originally appeared in hot spell praise for lora leigh s novels of the breeds i m a huge fan of lora leigh s breed books
nalini singh new york times bestselling author of the psy changeling novels when it comes to this genre lora leigh is the queen romance junkies highly charged and carnal fresh fiction
incredibly sexy and emotionally riveting smexybooks a fast paced high adrenaline ride night owl reviews lora leigh is the 1 new york times bestselling author of the breed series
including rule breaker lawe s justice and stygian s honor she dreams in bright vivid images of the characters intent on taking over her writing life and fights a constant battle to put them
on the hard drive of her computer before they can disappear as fast as they appeared lora s family and her writing life coexist if not in harmony in relative peace with each other
surrounded by a menagerie of pets friends and a teenage son who keeps her quick wit engaged lora finds her life filled with joys aided by her fans whose hearts remind her daily why
she writes

The Savage Breed
2011-06-28

new york times bestseller in this pulse pounding and thrillingly sensual novel lara adrian returns to the mesmerizing world of the midnight breed following new characters into a dark
future where an uneasy peace can unravel into war and a great betrayal can mask an all consuming love twenty years after the terror of first dawn when mankind learned that vampires
lived secretly among them the threat of violence reigns as the two species struggle to coexist the only group preserving the fragile harmony is the order an elite cadre of breed warriors
dedicated to protecting humans and vampires alike and in this precarious world of torn loyalties and shattered trust mira a fiery squad captain finds that every fight bears an intensely
personal cost raised among the order mira has always believed in the warrior s code of swift and even lethal justice but the one thing she desires more than the order s hard won
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acceptance is kellan archer a sexy but troubled breed fighter in love with him since childhood mira once broke through his tough exterior during an unexpected night of rapture but the
next day he mysteriously disappeared never to return kellan didn t think he would ever see mira again or have to confront the truth of why he left after abandoning the order years ago
he now leads a band of human rebels intent on carrying out their own vigilante rule of law yet a high profile kidnapping assignment brings him face to face with the past he sought to
avoid and the striking woman he has tried desperately to forget and as tensions mount and the risk of bloodshed grows kellan and mira must take sides between the competing missions
that dominate their lives and the electrifying passion that claims their hearts praise for edge of dawn with an adrian novel readers are assured of plenty of dangerous thrills and
passionate chills rt book reviews the eleventh installment in adrian s strikingly original midnight breed series delivers an abundance of nail biting suspenseful chills red hot sexy thrills an
intricately built world and realistically complicated and conflicted protagonists whose happily ever after ending proves to be all the sweeter after what they endure to get there booklist
starred review adrian has always been an impeccable writer but as i started reading this book i was reminded of just how amazing and talented she is she paints a vivid picture for every
scene delves deeper into each character until readers know everything about them and writes some of the best action sequences i ve encountered in a long time make no mistake lara
adrian is one of the premier authors of paranormal romance and with this book she proves it edge of dawn is a game changer a book that will revolutionize the way readers see the
midnight breed world and stir up some excitement filled with angst tortured hearts above all selfless love edge of dawn will break your hearts and mend them back up again fresh fiction
a spine tingling thrill ride for both old and new fans alike edge of dawn is one of the few stories that deserve more than a five star rating night owl reviews well worth waiting for adrian
once again engulfs her readers in a world or breed loyalty fierce passion and emotional overload the complexity of the plot will leave you stunned to say the least and in my case left
wondering what will happen next i guarantee you will be begging for more guilty pleasures book reviews

Deeper Than Midnight
1985-09

bonus this edition contains an excerpt from lara adrian s taken by midnight in a frozen wilderness steeped in darkness the lines between good and evil lover and enemy are never black
or white but drawn in shades of midnight something inhuman is stalking the frigid alaskan wilds leaving unspeakable carnage in its wake for bush pilot alexandra maguire the killings stir
memories of a horrific event she witnessed as a child and evoke in her the inexplicable sense of otherness she has long felt within herself but never fully understood until a darkly
seductive stranger with secrets of his own enters her world sent from boston on a mission to investigate the savage attacks and stop the slaughter vampire warrior kade has his own
reasons for returning to the frigid forbidding place of his birth haunted by a secret shame kade soon realizes the stunning truth of the threat he faces a threat that will jeopardize the
fragile bond he has formed with the courageous determined young woman who arouses his deepest passions and most primal hungers but in bringing alex into his world of blood and
darkness kade must confront both his own personal demons and the even greater evil that could destroy all he holds dear

The Proud Breed
2009-08-04

he comes to her more dead than alive a towering black clad stranger riddled with bullets and rapidly losing blood as she struggles to save him veterinarian tess culver is unaware that
the man calling himself dante is no man at all but one of the breed vampire warriors engaged in a desperate battle in a single erotically charged moment tess is plunged into his world a
shifting shadowed place where bands of rogue vampires stalk the night cutting a swath of terror haunted by visions of a dark future dante lives and fights like there is no tomorrow tess
is a complication he does not need but now with his brethren under attack he must shield tess from a growing threat that includes dante himself for with one reckless irresistible kiss she
has become an inextricable part of his underworld realm and his touch awakens her to hidden gifts desires and hungers she never knew she possessed bonded by blood dante and tess
must work together to thwart deadly enemies even as they discover a passion that transcends the boundaries of life itself

The Breed Next Door
2013-11-26
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kyana brings a new dimension to the ranks of kick butt heroines i m looking forward to more of her adventures alyssa day new york times bestselling author the ranks of tough beautiful
and sexy heroines who battle supernatural evil have grown since the early days of buffy the vampire slayer and none are tougher than author sable grace s half vampyre half lychen
warrior kyana paranormal romance fans who regularly devour the bestselling novels of jeaniene frost pamela palmer and sherrilyn kenyon will be mesmerized by chosen grace s third
breathtaking dark breeds adventure this time her unstoppable avenger takes on her new role as goddess of the hunt joining with ryker the new zeus and kyana s one true love to save
the world from vampires demons shapeshifters and all manner of supernatural creatures of the night in a battle that could carry them to the fiery depths of hades itself

Edge of Dawn
2009-12-29

写真家のガブリエルは 個展の成功を祝って訪れたクラブからの帰途に恐ろしい事件に遭遇した その事件を目撃したことで 彼女は未知の世界へと突き落とされることとなった ヴァンパイアたちが生死をかけて戦う世界へ と ヴァンパイアの戦士であるルカンは 事件を目撃したガブリエルの記憶を消そうと近づくが 彼はかぎりある生の人間であ
るガブリエルに あらがえぬ欲望を感じずにはいられなかった しかし 彼女に溺れることは血への渇望を表し 理性を失うことにもつながり ミッドナイト ブリード シリーズ 第1弾

Shades of Midnight
2007-05-29

bonus this edition contains an excerpt from lara adrian s shades of midnight a woman driven by blood a man thirsting for vengeance a place where darkness and desire meet as night
falls claire roth flees driven from her home by a fiery threat that seems to come from hell itself then from out of the flames and ash a vampire warrior emerges he is andreas reichen her
onetime lover now a stranger consumed by vengeance caught in the cross fire claire cannot escape his savage fury or the hunger that plunges her into his world of eternal darkness and
unending pleasure nothing will stop andreas from destroying the vampire responsible for slaughtering his breed brethren even if he must use his former lover as a pawn in his deadly
mission blood bonded to his treacherous adversary claire can lead andreas to the enemy he seeks but it is a journey fraught with danger and deep unbidden desires for claire is the one
woman andreas should not crave and the only one he s ever loved a dangerous seduction begins one that blurs the lines between predator and prey and stokes the flames of a white hot
passion that may consume all in its path

Kiss of Crimson
1974-02-01

from the blistering jungles of vietnam to the far flung battlefields of the african congo they faced the turmoil of a new era it was a different kind of war but the courage and skill of these
young fighting men were an american tradition like their fathers before them they rose up to the ultimate challenge of military valor holding their own in a storm of clashing cultures
they were america s new breed the proudest and the best

Outlaw Breed
2012-08-28

in the first book of her erotic new series lora leigh invites you to an intriguing world where genetically altered breeds and the humans who created them commingle and sometimes cross
the boundaries of desire cursed with the extraordinary power to feel other peoples emotions megan fields has tucked herself away in a remote corner of new mexico working as a small
town sheriff s deputy she finds solace in the silence and heat of the desert but when breeds begin dying on her watch megan realizes that the secrets from her past can t stay buried
forever someone is out for blood her blood an arrogant feline breed braden arness broods with feral intensity his mission to solve the mysterious murders brings him to megan a woman
who accosts his senses like no other only with him can she let down her guard and surrender to the insatiable hunger that wracks her body but as they team up to hunt the elusive
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killers braden and megan find themselves becoming the prey

Chosen
2006

a soldier a malinois and a stuntwoman walk onto a tv set former special forces operator sergeant crew gatlin takes everything in stride even the career ending incident that separated
him from the army half a leg and his beloved working dog havoc k027 putting his life back together and lying low he takes a job with a breed apart and is unexpectedly reunited with
havoc it s too good to be true and the proof is in their first assignment to work as a k 9 team for a television drama in los angeles miffed at being relegated to tv fodder he s willing to
pay the price when he sees the stuntwoman being a stunt double allows vienna foxcroft to fulfill her acting dream with a side of mma and stay out of the limelight the same one that
plagued her childhood and put her through a nightmare scenario now her tight knit stunt team are the only ones she trusts then in walks mr mountain of muscle and his tough as nails
dog and vienna has a bad feeling her life is about to turn upside down ticked as they head overseas for a location shoot in turkey crew guts it up after all he has havoc again okay and
yeah vienna is going too when an attack sends the cast fleeing into the streets of turkey vienna must face the demons of her past or be devoured by them and crew and havoc are
tested like never before experience the high octane thrill ride that is the first book in the a breed apart legacy series a breed apart legacy book 1 havoc book 2 chaos coming soon book
3 riot coming soon book 4 fury coming soon book 5 surge coming soon a breed apart by ronie kendig book 1 trinity book 2 talon book 3 beowulf

A Breed Apart
2009-07-09

the savage breed unfolds with a rush in a time and place rarely visited by the average western writer randy denmon takes the reader down a suspenseful trail to a near forgotten period
in this rousing story of war love and revenge true west magazine across the river and into hell travis ross and chase mcalister were infamous indian hunters scouts and texas rangers
turned ranchers in a war of independence they fought against desperate odds travis lost a woman the daughter of a proud mexican rancher and both made the kind of enemies that
never go away now a new war is brewing and the two friends are looking across the rio grande knowing what they left behind facing a chance to settle scores recapture what they lost
and many more ways to die a decade after they fought for texas travis and chase plunge into the brutal madness of the mexican american war and amidst the fighting and suffering
they discover how much has changed what has stayed the same and that in a furious fight for survival they ve made the most dangerous enemy of all a murderer fighting on their own
side an impressive debut a colorful action filled novel elmer kelton five time spur winner on the lawless frontier

真夜中のキス
2009-05-26

adrian s new york times and 1 international bestselling midnight breed vampire romance series continues with an adrenaline laced passionate new novel of paranormal adventure after
a shocking betrayal rafe will let nothing stand in the way of revenge least of all his desire for devony winters

Ashes of Midnight
1988-07-01

the 1 new york times bestselling author of bengal s quest ignites the most dangerous instincts known to man woman and beast in these breed novellas collected in one volume for the
first time the breed next door lyra thinks her new neighbor looks too good to be true but tarek jordan is even more than he seems a breed enforcer on the run and even though he wants
her tarek knows lyra could get burned unless she embraces the danger that comes with loving a breed in a wolf s embrace matthias and grace are meant to mate until he commits an
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act too shocking to ignore grace knew that the hot breed was dangerous but now she fears for her own life yet she wonders could it be part of some insidious plan for there are forces
determined to tear them apart and destroy what s left of the man within a jaguar s kiss jaguar breed saban broussard has a job to do guard the first instructor chosen to teach breed
children but with just one kiss and his touch the mating phenomena begins that will tie natalie ricci to him forever unless a shadow from her past gets them both killed

The New Breed
2006-05-02

1 new york times bestselling author lora leigh returns to the highly charged and carnal fresh fiction world of her breed novels as two breeds discover that it s vengeance that stirs the
mating heat he was a shadow ever shifting and insinuating able to blend in everywhere and anywhere the elusive ideal conceived and created by the genetics council he went by just as
many names as he had identities the last one being gideon now calling himself graeme he hides in plain sight terrifyingly close to his goal a rogue bengal breed he is loyal to no one but
himself and he has a need for vengeance that surges hot and swift through his veins graeme plans to wage an extreme and ruthless vendetta against those who wronged him breed and
human alike all will suffer his wrath those who created him those who pretended to love him and those who betrayed him this includes the one at the center of it all a seductive
enigmatic woman helpless against the man whose desire is just as desperate as his need to destroy and he s tracking her scent

Megan's Mark
2023-10-03

not many guys leave juvie with a twenty five year plan but then not many guys were like me driven to the point of manic determined with an edge of ruthlessness my plans were simple
dig myself out of the gutter by seventeen three tours in the army by thirty become a multi millionaire by forty check check and check all that s left is the one thing i want most a baby
then she breaks into my life at twenty brea adams is too sweet too innocent a damn virgin wholly incompatible with the straitlaced life i ve planned for myself and the demons i struggle
to hold at bay but this girl has a streak of compassion and a body that just won t quit when my surrogate lets me down and brea ends up in my bed there s only one option improvise
and once i ve tasted her there s no way she s leaving not until i ve bred her hard and she s carrying my baby

Havoc
2009-09-01

description dogs of war cry havoc and let slip the dogs of war william shakespeare act 3 scene 1 julius caesar they re here in america thousands of islamic terrorists committed to a rabid
jihad that ends only when they ve butchered the last man woman and child worst of all they have nukes the day of jihad is at hand the odds of western civilization being snuffed out
grow stronger each day compounding the threat the chinese are solidifying their grasp throughout asia while behind the scenes they sponsor the islamic terrorists once an ineffective
and weakening america crumbles the chinese are ready to extend their dominion over the entire planet the russian president is strengthening his grip on europe and in the middle east
cyberwarfare is ramping up from beijing to moscow to pyongyang to tehran and agu the alliance for global unity is orchestrating it all only the shadow government known as the society
of adam smith or sas may be capable of dealing with this threat and it desperately needs the skills possessed only by that deadliest of hunter killer teams the sleeping dogs including
their newest member an australian with his rogue brother the monstrous maksym intent on killing his family can brendan whelan reunite the dogs in time heart pounding non stop
action pulls the reader around the globe from one crisis spot to the next as western civilization faces its worst onslaught in history description a deadlier breed maybe homo sapiens isn t
the final step in human evolution the chinese believe world domination is their destiny to cripple the west they ve armed islamic terrorists with tactical nuclear weapons one already has
been used to destroy the los alamos national laboratory and the surrounding town the terrorists have moved the remaining weapons to a point just across the border in mexico and plan
to smuggle them into major american cities within days to avoid the widespread panic that public knowledge of the situation would cause the president of the united states turns to a
secretive paramilitary group known as the sleeping dogs its members share a rare genetic attribute that makes them the world s deadliest hunter killer black ops team they also are
highly dysfunctional their leader brendan whelan has a marital crisis on his hands their handler cliff levell is being held incommunicado in jail for contempt of a grand jury and a traitor
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within the administration is leaking vital security information to a treacherous entity supporting the terrorists compounding the threat that entity has recruited a group of killers with the
same rare genetic attribute as the members of the sleeping dogs their purpose is to eliminate the dogs time is critical and whelan and the sleeping dogs face their most dangerous
challenge yet

The Savage Breed
2019-07-27

Break the Day
1972

Breed to Come
2015-02-03

Overcome
2015-06-23

Bengal's Quest
2021-01-30

Breed Her Hard
2022-09-10

The Dogs of War & A Deadlier Breed—2 Book Set
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